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Effects of polarization on laser holography for microstructure fabrication
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We perform a kind of computer stimulation on the multi-laser-beam interference. Using this method, we
picture the interference patterns and describe the influence of the polarization of lights upon the clarity of the
pattern. We find out the relations between the polarization states of the lights for the case of the best pattern and
provide an optimal solution of the polarization on holographic lithography technology, and experiential for-
mulas. This kind of analysis will improve the fabrication of submicrometer periodic structure efficiently.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that periodic patterns with high resol
tion can be created by interference of multiple coherent la
beams, which is the so-called optical lattice. Following t
fact that atoms and small dielectric particles can be trap
and cooled by laser beams, these patterns were applie
periodic optical traps with their centers at the intensity ma
mum spots@1–4#. Under proper conditions, the small diele
tric particles will be subject to the force of local electroma
netic irradiance gradient and be trapped or arranged with
same periodicity as the optical lattice@5,6#. With a photore-
sist, the hologram recording can be obtained and the peri
electromagnetic field can produce periodic dielectric str
tures. In recent years, several kinds of microstructure h
been fabricated successfully by holographic lithography w
photoresist@7,8#. Since the intensity distribution in the vo
ume of space defined by the overlapping beams can be
scribed by classic Fourier transformation techniques, the
logram recording can be obtained by a small set of pl
waves. Also, since the wave vectors of the laser beams
termine the translational symmetry and lattice constant of
optical lattice, one can get a variety of intensity distributio
in the interference pattern by modifying the wavelength a
the incident angles of the beams@9–11#. While two- and
three-beam interferences result in one-dimensional and
dimensional periodic structures, respectively, four beams
required for three-dimensional periodic structures. It h
been proved that almost all basic Bravais lattices can
formed by the antinodes produced in multibeam interfere
@11#. The other advantage of using interference is that
periods of the patterns may be as short as the optical w
length. Since structures with lattice constants of microme
or submicrometer dimensions play an essential role in p
tonics @12–14#, the fabrication of structures with subm
crometer periodicity has attracted much more attention
recent years. By comparison with other techniques, suc
chemical vapor deposition@15#, two-photon photopolymer-
ization @16#, semiconductor microfabrication@17–19#, etc.,
the process of fabrication by holographic lithography
cheap, rapid, convenient, and effective. It is regarded a
promising method for microfabrication.
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According to the theory of interference, the laser-be
wave vectors determine the translational symmetry and
tice constant of the interference. There remain several
rameters, describing the polarization vectors of the bea
that are required to define the intensity distribution within
unit cell. The combination geometry of the polarizatio
states has heavy infection on the contrast of the patte
Several researchers have mentioned the generation of ne
vortices by multibeam interference@20,21# and the necessity
of modulating the polarization of the coherence laser beam
the experiment and theory@7,11,22–24#, but a detailed inves-
tigation has never been attempted.

In this paper, we study numerically the relationship b
tween the polarization of lights and the clarity of the inte
ference patterns. Instead of modulating the polarizations
the beams to create the optimal pattern through experim
we performed some simulations on the multilaser-beam
terference by a self-designed computer program and fo
out features of the transformation on the interference patte
efficiently. Here, we will show two cases as examples. Th
are the triangular interference pattern generated by three
ser beams and the face-centered-cubic~FCC! interference
pattern generated by four laser beams. Furthermore, we
present the optimal solution of the polarization in each ca

FIG. 1. Beam geometry for a 2D triangular interference patte
Three laser beams are placed symmetrically around theZ axis and
make an angleg with each other.K1 , K2 , K3 are the corresponding
wave vectors.E1 is the electric vector of the beam along theAO
direction.
©2003 The American Physical Society19-1
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II. THEORY

According to the principle of superposition, the interfe
ence betweenN laser beams presents the distribution figu
of intensity I (rW) in the plane-wave expansion@23#:

I ~rW !5F (
j 51

N

EW j~rW !exp~ ikW j•rW !GF (
j 51

N

EW j* ~rW !exp~2 ikW j•rW !G
5(

i 51

N

uEW i u21(
iÞ j

N

EW i* •EW j exp@ i ~kW j2kW i !•rW#, ~1!

where EW j (rW) and kW j are the complex amplitude and wav
vector of thej th plane wave.

Equation~1! shows that the spatial periodicity ofI (rW) is
determined by the difference wave vectors (kW j2kW i), while
2<N<4. The interference results in a (N21)-dimensional
pattern with its primitive reciprocal lattice vectorbW m equal to
(kW j2kW i), where m51,2, . . . ,N21; i , j 51,2, . . . ,N; i , j .
So we can vary the directions and the angles between
laser beams in order to get different spatial periodicity.

We should note that the second part in Eq.~1! defines the
difference between the maximum and minimum intensit
of the interference pattern, which, in turn, determines
contrast of the pattern. Therefore, our task is to investig
the relationship between the polarization states of each b
and the clarity of the interference pattern, and find out
optimal solution.

Given the wavelength and the electric field of each bea
our program stimulated the corresponding interference
tern according to the principle of plane-wave summati
Following the rules set up previously, the program evalua
the clarity of the interference patterns. After examining

FIG. 2. TheXY-plane projection of the electric vectors. Th
definitions ofA,B,C,O are the same as those in Fig. 1. The follo
ing parameters were used:~a! g5p/12, u15x, u25x1p/3, u3

5x12p/3; ~b! g5p/12, u150, u25p/3, u35p/6.

TABLE I. The optimal solutions for the case ofg5p/12.

u1 ~rad! u2 ~rad! u3 ~rad! V Imax

0 p/3 2p/3 0.989 8.897
x x1p/3 x12p/3 0.989 8.897
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the patterns by varying the polarization states of each be
it picked out the clearest ones as the output.

We considered two aspects of the pattern for evaluat
the contrast,V5(I max2I min)/(I max1I min), and the maxi-
mum intensityI max. The former determines the quality o
the pattern and the latter represents the efficiency on ene

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In this section, we will show the results of stimulation o
three- and four-beam interference. We considered two ca
of three-beam interference, in which the angles between
incident waves were small or large.

A. Three-beam interference

Supposing the three laser beams follow

ukW1u5ukW2u5ukW3u, uEW 1u5uEW 2u5uEW 3u51. ~2!

Figure 1 shows the beam geometry of our stimulation
three-beam interference. The three laser beams are symm
cally placed around theZ axis, and make an angleg with
each other. The interference of those three beams results
two-dimensional~2D! triangular pattern.AA8 is a unit vector
parallel to theOAD plane and perpendicular tokW1. We de-

FIG. 3. The variation ofV and I max with u3 at g5p/12, u1

50, u25p/3.

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the interference pattern~the case
of g5p/12, u150, u25p/3, u352p/3).
9-2
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FIG. 5. Angular dependence of the interference pattern~the case
of g5p/12, u150, u25p/3, u352p/9).

FIG. 6. Angular dependence of the interference pattern~the case
of g5p/12, u150, u25p/3, u35p/6).

FIG. 7. The variation ofV and I max with u3 at g5p/3, u1

517p/36, u25p/12.

TABLE II. Part of the solutions forV'1 in the case ofg
5p/3.

u1 ~rad! u2 ~rad! u3 ~rad! V Imax

p/12 31p/36 17p/36 0.999 4.51
p/9 8p/9 p/2 0.999 4.50
5p/36 11p/12 19p/36 0.999 4.51
17p/36 p/12 31p/36 0.999 4.51
05661
fined u1 as the angle ofEW 1 to the OAD plane originating
from AA8. Also, we definedu2 andu3 as the angles ofEW 2 to
OBD andEW 3 to OCD, respectively.

Given the wavelength and the electric field of each bea
our program stimulated the corresponding interference
tern according to the principle of plane-wave summatio
Following the rules set up previously, the program searc
for the maximal and minimal values of the light intensity b
Powell’s quadratic convergent method@25# in the 2D~three-
beam-interference! and 3D ~four-beam-interference! space.
After examining all the patterns by increasing the polariz
tion states at a step of 5° from 0° to 180° for each beam
picked out the clearest ones as the output.

Table I shows the optimal solutions on the condition th
g is small (g5p/12). We should note that the best interfe
ence patterns appear in the case of

u22u15u32u25p/3. ~3!

It is demonstrated by Fig. 2~a! that such solutions make
the XY-plane projections of the electric vectors remain in
line and then keep the electric vectors of each beam alm
in one direction whileg is small enough. It results in the
highest quality interference pattern.

Fixing u1 andu2 (u150,u25p/3) as constants, we show
contrastV and the maximum intensityI max of the pattern as
functions ofu3 in Fig. 3. Both of them vary with periodicity
of p and reach the extreme value atu352p/3. Moreover,
they decrease to the trough atu35p/6, which corresponds to
EW 3 normal toEW 1 andEW 2 @Fig. 2~b!#.

Figures 4–6, the computer simulation and the cam

FIG. 8. The computer simulation images~a! and camera images
~b! of the best interference patterns for the case ofg5p/12, u1

50, u25p/3, u352p/3.

TABLE III. Part of the optimal solutions for the case ofg
5p/3.

u1 ~rad! u2 ~rad! u3 ~rad! V I max

0 p/36 p/2 0.93 6.03
0 17p/36 35p/36 0.93 6.03
p/36 p/2 0 0.93 6.03
17p/36 35p/36 0 0.93 6.03
9-3
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images of the intensity distribution, illustrate a serial evo
tion of the interference pattern from the best to the worst.
u3 changed from 2p/3 to p/6 , the intensity of each brigh
spot declined and their shapes stretched. Finally, the t
dimensional triangular pattern degenerated to a o
dimensional stripe pattern.

Next, the effect of polarization was examined at largeg
(g5p/3).

Fixing u1 andu2, we plot the variation ofV andI max with
u3 in Fig. 7. At largeg, the peak ofV and I max separate for
more than 80°. That means the solution we picked out co
not satisfy the requirements of high pattern quality and h
efficiency of energy at the same time. Furthermore, the m
mum intensity decreases almost 50% atV51 against that of
g 5p/12, which represents the decline of energy efficien
Moreover, the wave form ofV is much more precipitous nea
the peak, which means a slight change in polarization st
would lead to a sharp change in contrast.

Since lots of experiments concern a larger contrast va
we show several combinations ofu1 , u2 , u3 corresponding
to V51 as optimal solutions in Table II.

FIG. 9. The computer simulation images~a! and camera image
~b! of the best interference patterns for the case ofg5p/3, u1

5p/36, u25p/2, u350.

FIG. 10. Beam geometry for the fcc interference pattern. Th
outer laser beams are placed symmetrically around the central b
and make an anglea of 38.9° with it. K1 , K2 , K3 , K0 are the
corresponding wave vectors.
05661
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Also, considering both the contrast of the pattern and
energy efficiency, we present other combinations ofu1 , u2 ,
u3 as optimal solutions in Table III. Picking out one of the
to determine the polarization states of the three laser bea
we illustrate the interference pattern atg5p/3 in Figs. 8~b!
and 9~b!, which is in sharp contrast to the case ofg5p/12
@Figs. 8~a! and 9~a!#.

Furthermore, considering both the contrast of the patt
and the energy efficiency, we can get a series of optim
solutions for somegs ~the range is from 0 top/2). Based on
the solutions, we can get experiential formulas by nonlin
fitting:

u1520,

u250.004 884 101 4g220.134 527 219g180.935 477 58,

u350.006 638 005 8g220.057 774 162g1140.357 612 94.
~4!

e
am

FIG. 11. The variation ofV and I max with u3 at an optimal
solution~a! and a randomly selected one~b!. The following param-
eters were used:~a! u05p/9, u15p/9, u254p/9; ~b! u0

55p/36, u1511p/12, u2535p/36.

TABLE IV. Part of the optimal solutions for the fcc interferenc
pattern.

u0 ~rad! u1 ~rad! u2 ~rad! u3 ~rad! V Imax

p/9 p/9 4p/9 3p/4 0.99 14.73
p/9 p/9 4p/9 7p/4 0.99 14.73
5p/36 5p/36 17p/36 7p/9 0.99 14.73
5p/36 5p/36 17p/36 29p/36 0.99 14.73
9-4
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FIG. 12. The computer simula
tion images of the fcc interferenc
pattern in the~100!, ~010!, ~001!,
and~111! planes at an optimal so
lution ~a! and a randomly selected
one ~b!. ~a! u05p/9, u15p/9,
u254p/9, u357p/9. ~b! u0

55p/36, u1511p/12, u2

535p/36, u35p/12.
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Using experiential formulas~4!, it is very easy to get a
good approximation of the optimal solutions~with large g
5p/2, which is the worst in the experiential formulas, it al
can get combinations ofu1520, u25108, u35188 to make
V50.933 486 402 034 76 andI max54.765 403 747 558 59).

B. Four-beam interference

Now, we investigate a fcc interference pattern produc
by four laser beams. The beam geometry correspondin
such a pattern is shown schematically in Fig. 10. The th
outer beams are symmetrically placed around the cen
beam and make an anglea of 38.9° with it. The electric field
and the wave vector of each beam are defined as follow

ukW1u5ukW2u5ukW3u5ukW0u, uEW 1u5uEW 2u5uEW 3u5uEW 0u51. ~5!

The definitions ofu1 ,u2, andu3 are the same as those
Fig. 1. Moreover, we defineu0 as the angle betweenEW 0 and
AA8 originating fromAA8.

Parts of the optimal solutions for fcc pattern are listed
Table IV. We obtained the parameters for a perfect inter
ence, which satisfy the following relations:

uu12u0u<p/18, uu12u22p/3u<p/18,

uu32u22p/3u<p/18. ~6!

As we mentioned before, these relations keep the elec
vector of each beam in the directions misaligned by less t
p/18. The variations ofV andI max with u3 are illustrated in
Fig. 11. Figure 11~a! shows results using an optimal solutio
(u05p/9,u15p/9,u254p/9) and a randomly selected solu
tions used for Fig. 11~b! (u055p/36, u1511p/12, u2
05661
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535p/36). The curves in Fig. 11~b! are much different from
those in Fig. 11~a!, including the position and the numerica
value of the peaks and the wave form of curves.

To show the sharp difference between the fcc interfere
pattern created at the optimal solution and that created
randomly selected one, Fig. 12 illustrates the compu
stimulation image in the~100!, ~010!, ~001!, and ~111!
planes. These pictures also validated the correctness of
stimulation program.

Using our theory result, we have already fabricated so
fcc micrometer structure by a holographic lithograp
method combined with photoinduced polymerization. But
cannot provide the experimental results according to e
plane listed above because of some technical difficulty
photography.

We have studied the close relationship between the po
ization state of each beam and the quality of interfere
pattern. The results suggest that the alteration of the for
leads to a wide range of the latter. The polarization state
the beams should be designeda priori, because of their con
siderable freedom in determining the distribution of intens
in a unit. We have induced experiential formulas for t
three-beam interference. Although our discussion focu
only on the two-dimensional triangular pattern and the
pattern, our procedure of stimulation applies to all the p
cesses of multi-laser-beam interferences as well.
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